FROM INFORMATION TO UNDERSTANDING
FROM PASSIVE TO ACTIVE
FROM OPINION TO PERSPECTIVE
FROM DATA TO MEANING
FROM AGENDAS TO EMPATHY
The Day USA is a digital news resource designed for use in the classroom, around school and at home. Every day our articles are used by thousands of teachers to talk to students about events in the outside world and to link them to the curriculum. We create a toolkit for discussions about challenging issues facing our world today.

With a whole school subscription all staff, students and parents will access:

• Daily news articles written with classroom activities all linked to the curriculum

• All articles have Latin American translations, adapted and presentation versions

• A range of features, quizzes and interactive activities

• A separate provision for homeroom and assembly, The Week’s Agenda, with a calendar of weekly themes that allow teachers to plan ahead

• A fully searchable and tagged archive of articles and features across all subject areas

• VLE or intranet automatic access to The Day USA via school computers and a username/password for home access

"An invaluable teaching resource, clear and easily accessible for students of a variety of abilities."

Liz Smith, Teacher Librarian
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